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A DIFFUSION REACTION SYSTEM MODELLING SPATIAL PATTERNS 

Willi JSger 

Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Germany 

1. Introduction 

The system of differential equations discussed in this paper came up in modelling 

phenomena in chemistry known as Liesegang phenomena. Experiments show [6], [7] 

that diffusing ions (in the classical experiment silver and chromate ions) may 

form spatial structures like rings and bonds. Similar growth patterns have 

recently been observed and experimentally analysed by Hoppensteadt, Roth, Schmid 

and the author in bacterial cultures [3]. Here growth activating substances are 

replacing the ions, the growing bacterias correspond to the precipitating complex. 

In both cases the diffusion is slow and the reaction is fast. Furthermore, the 

tendency to pattern formation is increased by a threshold effect. The reaction is 

switched on (off) if the concentrations of the reacting substances are large 

(small) enough. Mathematically the assumption of such an effect can be described 

by a Volterra functional. In connection with Liesegang phenomena, systems showing 

slow diffusion and fast reaction have been studied by Keller and Rubinow [4],[5]. 

Switch on - switch off functionals arise also in the mathematical treatment of 

thermostats. The reader is referred to the recent publications of Glashoff and 

Sprekels on this subject [l]»[2]. The results reported have been obtained jointly 

with Hoppensteadt, University of Utah. 

2. The system of equations, analytic results 

The following system, a simplified version of a more general one, shows at least 

numerically the structure formation observed in the experiment. Let u»(u ,u ) be 

the concentrations of the diffusing substance ("nutrients"), b the concentration 

of the growing substance ("bacteria"). Then we look for solutions of the 

following system 

3
fc
u
X
 - D^Au

1
 - pc^u) 

(1) 

Э̂ b - pc
Q
s(u) 

in a disc (petridish), where D.,c. are positive constants of the same size, 

p is a large positive.number, s is a Volterra functional (switching functional) 

having only value 0 or 1. At the boundary the no-flux condition 

(2) Э ^ 
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holds. For the study of pattern formation we assume that the initial values 

1 2 

depend only on the radius r, u (0,0 and b(0,0 are constant and 3 u (0,0 <_ 0 
The threshold effect is formulated with help of switching curves T and V ,, , 

r &
 on off ' 

defined for instance as level curve of a real function <p on the positive 
1 2 

quadrant Q (example (p(u) • u »u ), which we compose as sketched in figure la,b 

Q - M ,,ur ,,UM ,,UT UM 
off off on off on on 

^off Гo 

D noncritical 

critical 

П 

switching point 

on 

— * 0 -»Q 

Figure 1 a, b 

The switching functional' cannot be uniquely defined if as in figure la the curve 

t •* u(t,x), where x is fixed, has a critical switching point (touching point, 

no crossing). Therefore, we choose setvalued mappings for the analytical treatment. 

Definition: Let w: [0,«[ + Q be a continuous function. Define 

s(w)(t) 

1 if there exists a t < t such that w(t ) € M 
o o on and W(T) 

0 otherwise. 

"off 

s(w)(t) :« i 

1 if there exists a t < t such that w(t ) € M 
o — o on 

and W(T) $ M ff for all T,t <_ T < t ; 

0 otherwise. 

These (extremally defined) Volterrafunctionals are used to reformulate the problem 

such that it can be solved by the Kakutani fixpoint theorem. The following ana

lytic result is obtained. 

2 1 a •• 
Theorem. Let Q c K be an open, bounded set with C ' boundary, u : ft •*• Q 
continuous and continuously differentiabl'e at 3(2 . Then there exists a 
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continuous function u: [0,<»[x$- -*• 0. and a measurable function a:]0,<»[xfl •+ [0,l] 

satisfying 

(3) 3 u1 - D.A u1 - pc.o 
' t I X 1 

in ]0,»[xfl in distributional sense and 

(4) o(t,x) 6 [s(u(-,x)), 7(u(-.x))](t) a.e. 

u(t,0 € C (0) for t > 0 ; (2) is fulfilled as well as the initial condition 

u(0,0 - U Q . 

Remark 

(i) Instead of using a fixpoint theorem for setvalued compact mappings a more 

direct approximation can be applied. Let s be either s_ or s and 

replace in (1) s by the approximating functional 

1 є 

s
є
(w) - / s(w + eб)dб , e «- (1,1) , 

e 

/ 

0 

which is Lipschitz continuous with respect to the sup-norm, 

(ii) Replace s(u) in (1) by a function v satisfying an equation of the type 

e 3
t
 v - p(u,v) 

where p(u,«) is a polynomial of degree 3 and p(u,v) • 0 defines a sur

face in Q x[0,»[ having a fold just over M
 f f

 . The problem if for 

E*O the solutions of the corresponding system converge to those of problem 

considered here will be studied later. 

(iii) The problem of finding sufficient conditions for uniqueness of the solution 

of the theorem is connected with the problem of measuring the set of criti

cal switching points and still open. 

3. Numerical results 

Despite of the unsolved analytic problems Hoppensteadt, the author and Poeppe 

have shown that discretisations of the equation (1) can be treated numerically 

and show the qualitative behavior observed in the experiments. Whereas for the 

diffusion part a method of lines solver or a hopscotch technique has been used, 

the functional has been discretised as follows 
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1 if 
n-1 ,m 
or 
s 

• 1 and u 
n-l,m off 

:- < 
- 0 and u . Є M 

n-1 ,m n-l,m on 

otherwise 

(n.m) is the (time, space) index. 

The computer plots show the expected effect of a fast reaction and a slow 

diffusion which cannot keep up the supply of reacting substances necessary for 

the reaction. The following figure shows the typical distribution of b gotten 

for realistic parameters for large t . 

b r-

Figure 2 
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